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PREFACE

The following two papers are consecutive chapters from

the completely revised and rewritten second edition of my book,

On the Accuracy of Economic Observations. The first edition of

this work appeared at the Princeton University Press in 1950, and

has been out of print since 1952. The manuscript of the revised

edition will be in the printer's hands within a few weeks.

It gives me great pleasure to thank my collaborators

in the Econometric Research Program, especially Nevins D. Baxter,

John G. Cragg, Morton D. Davis, and Dorothy D. Green, for valuable

assistance rendered in the preparation of this material. Lois A.

Crooks was responsible for the typing, which she has done in the

same competent manner as in all other of our current research

memoranda.

Oskar Morgenste, n

July 9, 1962.
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1. Introduction.

The official national income estimates prepared by the ...
Department of Commerce ... have become widely accepted in this
country and abroad by professional and lay users alike. The
publication of new estimates is front page news ... and the
business and financial world eagerly awaits their arrival. Such
a reception of a body of economic data is almost unprecedented -

it can be explained only on the basis that income and product
accounts help satisfy the urgent need for informative stat-isti-
cal data cn current economic developments ... . The wide use of
the accounts places a serious obligation on national income
analysts both inside and outside the government. The concepts,
methodology and estimates underlying the estimates affect their
meaning and their movements, and deficiencies in any one of these
elements can lead to misleading results. 1

In this section we shall examine the question of the accuracy of

the national income estimates. Many of our comments also apply to aggre-

gative measures in general, although we shall be specifically dcaling with

the difficulties confronted in the estimation of national income.

Our concern will be primarily with data for the United States,

because they are plentiful; and American writers have been pioneers in the

establishment of national income statistics. The problems can be most

clearly seen in examining American statistics. In a later section (8), we

shall also refer to British data and their errors; there the situation is

similar: great efforts, important contributions, eminent authors involved.

Yet there are like results: great errors, many revisions of estimates,

lack of convergence of the revisions. Space forbids going into the study

of the statistics of additional countries. But it is safe to say that it

would be only by extraordinary circumstances that the efforts in other

countries were more successful. In fact, it is clear that if the United

States and the United Kingdom cannot proiduce better national income statis-

tics than they do, those of others will, in general, not even come near
iA Critique of the United States Income .nd Accounts,

Studies in Income and Wealth, V-. 2L, Nationa! Bureau of Economic Research,
Princeton, 1Q38, p. f/.
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their quality. This is certainly true of the underdeveloped regions of the

world, which, though not containing the largest parts of the world's incomes,

do comprise the greatest number of people. It is simply technically impos-

sible for national income statistics of Africa, South and Central America,

and Asia to be better than those of the United States and the United Kingdom.

Even if a few were in some specific sense of the same quality, that would

neither satisfy nor affect the specific problems of their comparability

(see below, 9).

In recent years, the trend in economics has been toward the collec-

tion of vast aggregates of data. These aggregates present large problems in
1

estimation, for they require data on parts of the economy which are not

fully explored and about which there is still little precise information.

Therefore all sorts of ingenious (and often inexact) devices are employed

for arriving at estimates of these relatively unknown components. As a result

of these uncertainties, the aggregates are frequently of dubious accuracy.

All this is mitigated only by a general hope - seldom specified and never

proved - that errors in components will cancel out and that we would get an

acceptable total. Whether the errors are "large" or not depends, of course,

on the uses to which the statistics are to be put, as will be mentioned more

specifically below.

•n view of the often immrense practical-political consequences of
showing one rather than another figure .. r national incom.c, in order to
arrive at a "suitable" number the use of deceptive and political methods
similar to those mentioned in Part I is not unheard of. So the national
income of Japan was negotiated betwcen the Japanese Government and the
Ar.erican Occupation Forces shortly after the last war, as reported by M.
Bronfenbrenner I- "Is review .f t.e flr-st edition of the present book (of.
Land Economics. Febr,-ary 1)52, p. 82). The reason was, of ccurse, that the
:L,¶oul•t agreed upnfli uc.l r.c.:-u te size c' cr.-noC assIstarce by the
United States. ;Lave these fii-g-ores r--l: ',.tr ,':,nomet(rIc ýr.seac:.



2. Concepts of National Income.

In the notion of a "national income" most difficulties of economics

culminate. The "Wealth of Nations" has been the prime concern of economists

as long as there has been any systematic writing in economics, and so it will

be for the future. Neither the conceptual nor the statistical problems in

this field have been resolved to anyone's satisfaction, though a great deal

of progress has been made in both respects. The two areas are interdependent,

since nothing can be measured for which there exist no good concepts, and

concepts, no matter how precise, are of little practical value if the corres-

ponding measurements cannot be performed. The literature in this field is

immense and comprises most of the famous names of the discipline. It is

clearly impossible to survey it, even to list the most important works.1 We

shall limit ourselves to a brief discussion of those principal points that

are of direct relevance for the evaluation of errors of measurement and

reliability of basic data. Besides S. Kuznets, at least the names of M. A.

Copeland, M. Gilbert, G. Jaszi, and I Kravis should be mentioned for this

country. All have in various ways beneficially influenced the National

Income Division of the Department of Commerce, the basic source of all

American figures.

1 Apart from early classical works and the literature associated
with I. Fisher, A. C. Pigou, V. Pareto and others, there are the efforts of
the National Bureau of Economic Research, where S. Kuznets has been - and
still is - one of the prime movers. A survey, still of value, is Kuznets'
"National Income," Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (1933), reprinted in
Readings i- n thc Theory- of IncOm:e Distribution (American Economic Association,
1946,, where there is found an extensive B"ibliography. Particular

.s deserved Py "the imprortant a'd massive work of Paul Studenski, The Incom,
of Nations, Theory, Measure-'n4t2 and Analysis: Past and Present, New York,
195. The book contains vast ar,-onts of valuatle" informato•no ab out 1the -

.-.istoy. .. Met s :,. res..Its ' :" zswcz•isurnmnrs. Thr
,. -s ,!iffcrert .- tstos ' . rs :5 .s_ ussed on pp. 251.-,'J. For

th . rest we C :r:' tc' I . . -cr t.-"¢ .- s St'.ics ir. In ,:r.re anuý Wc. t..,
,iti:-nal Bureau I.: " :;t - -s .. . T.is ,:r'> , ov sn ;1A-r. s tciiIr,-',,
f: -....- :.-.'. .a5 '- .- :. t- .;. -- c* ,;c.' -.,. h zi.a:r ., .-.

*.c ..a e .. -- e . 'tsr 'to t..-~:,--cs w...... .... ~' -~ ' ... ,-. . .,-

P, ,-,:.ThCs tt';7ii:::p .', a:..: t<!.'. ls' s :r. '-:-,-'- , t "'. i . i -'.-.":rr-'.'.*s . : :. --r',
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In the following no attempt is made even to list all conceptual

difficulties. Instead only those are mentioned where problems of errors

arise strongly. Some of these problems are discussed elsewhere in this

study (e.g., regarding the volume and value of agricultural or mining out-

put, or regarding the reliability of price statistics, etc.), but even for

these our mention is only of an illustrative nature.

We can limit ourselves to the few following comments on concepts

because we assume the reader to be reasonably well acquainted with the

manner in which the gross national proauct is obtained, and how it differs

from net national product, national income, personal income, etc. But in

order to have the respective relationships and magnitudes before us,

Table N-1 shows the composition of gross national product for 1960.

(a) Imputation of value, perhaps the classical problem of econ-

omic theory, had not been resolved until in the theory of gammes a satisfac-

tory solution was found. In the present case the problem is to assign to

goods and services produced a measure largely derived from money flows. But

if money does not flow, this does not mean that income which is not being

recorded is not being generated. This is an old problem. A classical illus-

tration is that of persons living in houses they own themselves. If these

same houses were owned by others rent would have to be paid (in money, goods,

or services), thereby swelling the national product. To avoid this, a

value has to be imputed to owner-occupancy. This is, obviously, a trirky

affair, with less certain results than finding out about rent payments made

in money. These estimates are uncertain and miany arbitrary decisions have

'. be made. To speak here of "accuracy" is dif'icult, since aiternative

records and prccedures do not exist; the question is primarily Co , of

U~XjV-SSil- to.e non-a~ddItlvty cf tx. phenromencn -f value. Frof t..erc It Is,
,..:" non:--e, - - tore: I,- Is,
sf~V ~ C- - jl'ne-c '- ua -a--.t*-.--t'-.*cts - b a±a k -bu: ia, .t.d.~ CXC



Table N-i

Composition of Gross National Product
1961

( billion)

Gross national product* 518.7

Less: Capital consumption allowances 45.5

Equals: Net national product 473.4

Less: Indirect business tax and nontax liability 48.2
Business transfer payments 2.1
Statistical discrepancy - 3.1

Plus: Subsidies minus current surplus of
government enterprise 1.7

Equals: National income 427.8

Less: Corporate profits and inventory
valuation adjustment 45.5

Contributions for social insurance 21.6
Excess of wage accruals over

disbursements 0

Plus: Government transfer payments to persons 31.3
Net interest paid by government 7.5
Dividends 15.0
Business transfer payments 2.1

Equals: Personal income 4i6.4

Less: Personal tax and nontax payments 52.8

Equals: Disposable personal income 365.6

Less: Personal consumption expenditures 338.1

Equals: Personal savings 25.6

Source: Survey of CurreuL Lusll ss, July 1962, pp. 6-8.

Individual items may not add to totals due to rounding.
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procedure. Other items have to be treated similarly, e.g., not marketed

food consumed on farms. This item should show a sharp decrease (a) with a

falling farm population and (b) with agricultural production geared for

sale and farmers buying larger parts of their food in stores. At earlier

times (and now still in other countries) this would have been quite differ-

ent. To the extent that the National Income Division uses a limited welfare

concept, i.e., imputes only for few such cases, it depresses the total. The

more price and market-oriented a country is, the smaller is the imputation

problem; on the other hand, in the United States most people live in owner

occupied houses for which "rent" is a very uncertain figure. The less

developed a country is, the larger looms the imputation problem. In those

(underdeveloped) countries statistics in general are of poorer quality,

thus compounding the problem.

Difficulties of this type are quite common; they become especially

important when comparisons ever time or among differently organized countries

are to be made. Trivial as it may seem, the disappearance of domestic help

increases the imputation problem. Insofar as domestic help is replaced by

housewives' labor which does not involve money payments, national income will

be depressed. Of course, if the domestic help released enters the indus-

trial labor force, national income will rise again, perhaps even above its

former level. Obviously, there will be errors in both counts, and their

nature and distribution will remain obscure. There are countless other

illustrations.

(b) The treatment of £over r ent services involves another charac-

tpristic dif-iculty. Nationai income is a -onetary .ragnitude; for t.he private

sectur, the pricinF mec:anis- is a suitaIle mechanism by which to vajlue the

U'inal aount cP &3C46 .nd srvices. F-t Rc:..-rr•mer- etr, t-. p.ricng

nc:u.is often c r. 0. c.. -... t:.e vale (f" final ou t.Frexample,
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how should the contribution to the national product made by expenditures on

national defense, on highways, or on schools, etc., be evaluated? A related

problem is the question of the "intermediate output" of the government. It

is sometimes argued that part of the government output should not be treated

as final, since it has utility only insofar as it affects the private

sector - e.g., government highway building derives much of its value from

the use that business makes of roads, say in the distribution of goods. It

forms the overhead of society's capital. If this were somehow valued, there

would be the additional problem of depreciation of this capital investment.

These problems are familiar from Capital Theory and the Theory of Public

Finance where the role of "social" capital has always been one still await-

ing resolution.

Defense expenditures pose another difficulty because they raise

the question: Is there any positive utility gained from national defense?

Those who accept the welfare concept of the treatment of government in the

national accounts believe that national defense does not add to the standard

of living. Such expenditures would therefore merely represent a kind of

intermediate expenditure, necessary to provide the conditions in which the

private sector can adequately function. Under the welfare concept, there-

fore, the output of the governmental sector should not be valued at factor

cost as is the current practice; rather that proportion which does not go

toward increasing the standard of living should be considered as irter-

mediate and therefore not be included. in general, the National Income

Division totally rejects this viewpoint and argues that governmient output

shlould best be value . at "actor cost. Kuznets, £1: the other hand, is much

closer t, "welfare c...ccts • Id,,rC,>r.-- n-'c' that sone provision

for du�~ Ic countinr s-coild made.

K..; < z:ctS, "-"s 'r C . ... D at n- Ir,



(c) The main problem in getting from gross national product to

national income is posed by the depreciation allowances. (The other element,

indirect taxes, is determined with relative accuracy.) Estimates of depre-

ciation are made by corporations themselves, guided by the rather unrealistic

assumptions underlying the tax laws and their own often inappropriate ideas

(e.g., lack of understanding of the process of inflations). It would be

difficult to argue that such methods as "double declining balance" and "sum

of the years digits," lifo and fifo, present a realistic appraisal of the

depreciation of capital that actually takes place in the economy in a given

time interval. The effects of price changes on profits and depreciation

estimates are a further problem.

Another main conceptual difficulty which leads to difficulties in

making the actual estimates is the valuation of services performed by finan-

cial intermediaries and the imputed interest that arises therefrom.

This list could be lengthened greatly. What has been said suffices,

however, to show that conceptual differences held among statisticians at

different times and in different countries are bound to have decisive influ-

ence upon these statistics. Depending on the choice of one concept rather

than of another, the phenomena thus defined have their own error character-

istics.

Given these difficulties, it is easy to understand that conceptual

changes are frequent. They account for many of the almost continuous revi-

sions, some of them very substantial, as inspection of Table N-2 will show.

One must also ask whether it is the constantly changing nature ofi the economy

tihat calls for these conceptual rovisions cr wcther they are an expression

of cur inability to settle conceptual issues.

Ser , 'National Income: A New Verson," Review of Economics aud Statistics
XXX. August 1•.5. . 1i,-}, Se- nio2 3 ... a -

-.. .Resarc- Series, : s . Inreand Wealth, for an explanation and
.ust.lf..i.atio; . Ifn cf gcvr•nncnt output as tax revenues

=inus transfers.
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r3. Types of Errors.

There are three principal types of error in the statistics of

national income. First., there are the errors introduced in the basic data

of production or expenditure for the separate industries and other economic

activities. These data may arise from sampling investigations - in which

case there would be the usual statistical sampling errors - or from mass

enumeration. There will be difficulties in taking the proper count. Studies

of the accuracy of foreign trade, mining, and agriculture give an idea of

the substantial magnitude of the errors to be expected in these components.

Second, error may be produced independently of enumeration or

sampling difficulties. These errors result from the effort to fit the

available statistics to the conceptual framework of the aggregate. The

accuracy and the success o4 an estimate is conditioned by the quality and

quantity of the primary data. In some cases the existing data are not coi-

lected in a form directly suitable for use in estimating gross national

product or one of its component items. For example, the Census Bureau's

industrial enumerations and sample surveys do not provide adequate informa-

tion on industry purchases of intermediate goods which must be netted from
1

industry sales figures for gross national product purposes. Most of the

national income and product estimates are based on government-produced

statisticsý which must be assembled and adjusted to build up the income and

output measures. For example, some data that become available from gover.1-

ment agencies are a byproduct of t.hcr adwInistrat iv functions. 2 This is

frequently a very strorng reason to suspect the quality of data obtained in

this manner.

U. S. Department of Commercc, Office of Business Economics, U. S.
Income and Output, A Supplement to the Survey of Current Business, Washington,

'-U. S. income and Output, p. 70.



Third, since not all basic data are available, another type of error

is introduced in trying to fill in the gaps for those industries and years

where estimates are not known. Methods such as interpolation, extrapolation,

use of imputed weights, inserted trends, and "blowing up" of sample data are

used in order to fill in missing data which introduce uncertainties of their

own. Such gaps are particularly noteworthy for underdeveloped countries

which produce only partial statistics or for countries as the Soviet Union

where statistics of certain sectors are withheld for political and other

reasons or could not be obtained because of the effects of war and revolution.

This third source of error is, therefore, of great significance in inter-

national comparisons of national incomes and figures derived from them, such

as growth rates, investment rates, etc.

4. Measurement of Error.

These three basic possibilities for error are present to a greater

or lesser extent in each of the components. National income is a total of

composites which differ in reliability from sector to sector and year to year,

and hence the error of the composite is a "complex amalgam of errors in the

parts whose magnitude is not easily determined.'il The National Income Divi-

sion of the Department of Commerce provides no measure of the possible error,

taking the position that "meaningful mathematical measures of reliability

cannot be calculated for national income statistics; only a frank evaluation

of the sources and methcxls underlying them can provide the understanding which

is needed foi- their effective use in economic analysis.''2 Any quantitative

S. Kuznets, "Discussion of the New Department of Commerce Income
Series, National Income: A New Version," op. cit.

1U. S. Income and Output, p. 48.
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estimate is left to the user of the statistics based on his knowledge of the

sources and methods as provided by the Income and Output and the 1954 National

Income Supplements. The national income is built up of so many cells, and

since there may be several types of error operating in each cell (for each

cell may be the composite of many series), a variety of procedures must be

used in compressing the economic activities of the nation into the accounting

framework.

We have seen that conceptual differences play an important role in

casting doubt upon the accuracy of any one statistic over the others that

are available and over the previous unrevised estimates. Howevei, as Yet,

no one has arrived at a measure of the margins of errors which are inherent

in the estimates of national income. These margins could only be stated by

the agencies that collect the basic data or the compilers of the aggregates.

Since most of these groups either seem to have ignored the problem, or simply

refuse to deal with it systematically, it becomes impossible for the user to

determine with what confidence he may employ the data. The fact that little

1
or nothing is said about accuracy is more d&gerous than if the margins of

error were frankly stated to be very high. This is particularly important

in view of the great and increasing importance attached to national income

figures in policy making.

To throw the burden of estimating the errors and the reliability

upon the user, though exceedingly convenient for the maker, is a totally

inadmissible procedure. How can the individual user be expected to accom-

plish something where the goverr.eent with its vast resources fails? This

kind of evasion is also frcqucnt]5" on*-ntere•, as we .a,.e see., in other

tBritish auithcrities, in charge of putting together national income
statistics, havc 1f-..y .- labbif.ie.- ca- ee''ries of qality ef. blov, U.,.

On the other Land, as I am reliably r.nformcd, t*.e German. Government has
expressly forbidden that errcrs cf conponents cf national income statistics
be indicated b.. the Foverimnen* awencies responsible for rr:•1,;rI these data!
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fields of government statistics. It either shows that one is lacking in

clear ideas and procedures or does not dare to use them since they would

show up the tremendous limitations of the figures which the government it-

self uses freely in the pursuit of its business. It certainly demonstrates

that those who attempt to place the burden of proof on the reader or user

have only an inadequate idea of proper scientific procedure. 1

* 5. Direct Estimates of Error by Expert Judgment.

The most important study that has been made so far is by Simon

2Kuznets on margins of error in national income estimates. It has pointed

the way for .future work. Kuznets considered the aggregate national income

as composed of 520 cells (40 industries, 13 income and employment categories).

Then he and two of his co-workers attempted to classify each of these entries

according to its margin of error., The possible margins of error were grouped

into four categories:

I. 5-10% with average of 7.5%

IT. 11-20% " .. . 15 %

I11. 21-40% ' . . .30 %

Iv. 41-8o% . 60 %

and for each cell cach of these three investigators made independent classi-

fications. An average was taken of their judgments3 and the deviation between

1we might, at this point, recall the discussion of autocorrelation
of errors (Part I). It is frequently maintained that national income statis-
tics may be subject to a very considerable bias or that errors in these
statistics are highly autocorrelated. Though this may well be true, there
can be little doubt that national income statistics are subject to consider-
able margins of error which do not have this convenient property, and these
errors must render small changes in tne figures meaningless.

2S. Kuznets, National Income and its Composition, vol. II, chapter 12
(National Bureau of Economic Research, !942;.

ment indexes, cf. djo. W. Tukey, -i t,; of Datyi A.nisIs, 3t~tlstical



them was noted. As a result, a measure was obtained of the general magni-

tude of errors in each of the component estimates of national income as well

as of the aggregate itself. (Estimates were judged both directly and by

their component parts and the error for the direct estimate was in most cases

noted to be lower because of cancellations.) From this classification Kuznets

distinguished three groups of industries according to the relative margins

of error judged to be present in their estimates: First, with a margin of

error well below 15 percent (in categories I and II abýie were the basic

"manufacturing industries and public utilities - electric light and power,

steam railroads, street railways, telephone, telegraph; second, with margins

of error of about 15 percent but well below 30 percent, were agriculture,

mining, manufactured gas, pipe lines, trade, banking, insurance, and govern-

ment - industries for which information Is extensive but not complete; and

third were industries with an error margin of about 30 percent and higher -

construction, water transportation, real estate, direct service industries,

and the miscellaneous division. Kuznets' estimates of these margins of error

in the period 1919 - 1935 are shown in Table N-3, which also compares his

results with the average iportance of each industrial division in the

period 1919 - 1938. (Note that even so meticulous an investigator as Kuznets

computes a mean of.pure guesses to two decimals.)

In the examinatien of margins of error in estimates of number of

employed and engaged, the same grouping of industries was noted.1 However,

in this case the total margin, which was found to be 16 percent, was expected

Techniques Research Group, Section of Mathematical Statistics, Department of"
Mathematics, Princeton University (Princeton, N.J., July 1961). Cf. also
D. R. Cox, "The Use of a Concomitant Variable in Selecting an Experimental
Design," Biometr.lka, 44, 1957, pp. 150-1t), for the use of judgment indexes
as competitors for ccvar-ance.
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Table N-3

Net Income Originating, Margin of Error by Industrial Division, 1919-1935

and Relative Importance of Division, 1919-1938

Industrial Margin of Error Percent of
Division Directly Estimated Estimated by Parts National income

Relative Relative
Mean Deviation* Mean Deviation

Group I

Electric light 11.43 52 12.36 34 1.4
and power

Manufacturing, total 9.45 36 9.76 17 21.0
Steam railroads,

pullman and express 7.50 0 7.50 0 5.4
Street railways 10.98 29 U1.o6 30 0.74
Telephone 7.50 0 7.50 0 0.94
Telegraph 7.50 0 7.50 5 o.16

Group total 29.64

Group II

Agriculture 12.40 40 24.32 99 9.6
Mining, total 13.10 45 17.94 29 2.2
Manufactured gas 17.90 27 20.32 30 0.25
Pipe lines 15.00 35 12.99 37 0.20
Trade 20.50 62 24.82 31 13.5
Banking 15.63 11 15.25 12 1.4
Insurance 14.80 2 17.56 5 1.6
Government, total 17.66 18 29.31 39 11.6

Group total 40.35

Group III

Construction 26.91 12 28.36 8 3.8
Water transpor-

tation 27.27 14 26.26 17 0.75
Real estate 36.78 35 38.33 25 8.9
Service, total 27.27 14 39-10 9 12.6
Miscellaneous 54-.56 14 49.36 12 4.0

Group total 30.0,

The relative deviation is x 100x

Source: S. w .. s Natlonal tncow~e and its Composition, pp. 515-4; 166-7.
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to be an exaggeration, since it was Judged by parts and therefore did not

permit cancellations to take place.

The weighted margin of error for the estimate of national income

was found to be about 20 percent by this method of averaging "expert guesses"

of the components, and suming. However, Kuzpets felt that this figure was

exaggerated, that if interest and dividends were included in nationwide

estimates of income, and if entrepreneurial withdrawals were combined with

entrepreneurial net savings, there would be substantial cancellation in the

error margins assigned to each component separately. Also, if the statistics

of employee compensation were examined for the nationwide total, their error

factor would be considerably reduced. As a result, Kuznets infers that an

average margin of error for national income estimates of about 10 percent

would be reasonable.
1

Although Kuznets' evaluations are little more thaan "informed

opinions," which are based on studies of the errors involved in interpolation

and extrapolation, comparisons with estimates from other sources, and revi-

sions of official data from time to time, they provide a method of finding

margins of error in this field where none had existed before. Since the

data in national income studies are "partly a byproduct of administrative

activity, partly a result of direct observation of complex phenomena without

controls designed to reduce the variations observed, the best that we can

do is to express an opinion in quantitative form.." 2

Kuznets' observations are of crit . .. portance- The jcn.tsI;,r-.

and very carefuliy considered estimates of this eminent authority, in a field

A very wei.. knowi: and highly informed A.erican statistiuian has
recently stated that al + 20j- error in U. S. national income statistics is
not implausible. Unfurtunateh'. the text of his speech has n,-t yet beer
released for outlicat.ion.

6. t~~net, stic4:La Ircc-ne a;;d -its UCZhositiofl, t
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which he has helped so much to develop, touch on a class of economic statis-

tics that are in wide use and employed for the most diverse purposes. The

almost religious attention paid to "GNP" - it being continually used and

quoted in the teaching of econcmics as well as in Government and in the

bs..ness community - would lead one to expect that criticism would be

reacted to sharply. This has not been the case. The textbooks on national

income and macroeconomics show little if any evidence of awareness of these

difficulties and limitations. The trade Journals likewise go on accepting

the statistics at face value and do not seem to be conscious of their severe

limitations. This is a thoroughly unsatisfactory state.

The method described above may be very useful in future work in

estimating margins of error. This is of particular interest for ý.nput-output

tables which are, fundamentally, also accounts of national income. Input-

output tables do, however, involve even much finer measurements. If they

could be fully explained, they would give more information directly useful

for economics than the also highly desirable national income figures.

It behooves us to pause in order to see what even a 5 percent dif-

ference in national income means. Taking the United States and assuming a

gross national product of about 550 billion dollars, this error equals

+ 30 billion dollars. This is more than twice the best annual sales of

General Motors, the country's (and the world's) largest industrial corpora-

tion. It is far more than the total annual production of the entire

electronics industry in the United States. Yet we have seen that a 10 percent

error is even more reasonable: but that amounts to a plus or minus variation

exceeding the entire defense Liudget of thte nation, or it is about three times

the total exports ,.f the United States! The nossitle differences are, Of

c-urse, not ctncentrated in th narer- o" theso illustrations; prodtucin t)

are scattered In. an ..nknown. way ttrroughot.t :all activ..t..s producing the



national income. On the other hand, the reader, like everyone else, has

probably become conditioned to accept economic data as being so highly accur-

ate that even a mere 1 - 2 percent variation of national income is considered

significant enough for making statements about "true" variations in the state

of the economy. Yet 1 - 2 percent in gross national product are 5 - 10 bil-

lion dollars, and even that is an amount which few would judge irrelevant for

the economy of the United States. On the contrary these are amounts now used

in order to estimate and predict the future performance of the entire economy

and to justify far-reaching policy measures.

If it seems unreasonable to accept errors illustrated by such abso-

lute magnitudes, the answer is that as always the burden of proof is on those

who wish to continue using these (or any other) data in the traditional

manner. Illustrations of the above kind are apparently needed, in order to

stress the seriousness of the situation and to caution against the uncritical

practices of the day, the mere mentioning of the percentages not having made

the necessary impression. One should also recall the fact that the population

census of 1950 for the United States failed to account for the presence of

approximately 5,000,000 persons. That is equivalent to the United States not

possessing cities of the size of Chicago plus Detroit, which should certainly

make some difference! And certainly the presence or absence of 5,000,000

people should make some difference in personal disposable income, or in gross

national product, even if some of those omitted were children or infirm!

If, on the other hand, confidence in the published figures be

maintained, i.e., the existence of errors or at least of errors of the above

magnitudes be denied, t-cn the ;ruccdU-n7b ani m-t,ýi of cvaluaLixig the

statistics whiLch have ledI to tne rboce mentioned ,-rror estimnte_ hve to be

Cf. A. C-ale and 1. Z.-al, i2 A StL _y - 'f' White Births and Birth Rates
in Census$es. Z-t.4-Cs,, ,-M"AIU ,!and f Af'ltn f Eimeratiori in Decen-
nial Censuses, 188O-1) C_ (Sh-le to pulation In 19Ž.
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rejected. That, too, would be a very serious matter, since it would be

tantamount to questioning large parts of present statistical theory. In the

area of economic statistics some problems have arisen that are, as yet, not

even dealt with adequately in current statistical methodology.

The decision whether to accept the official figures or the error

estimates is ultimately a matter of intuition. If the error estimates were

to run as high as 50 percent, we would probably reject the method of arriving

at such estimates. But is this point already reached at 5 or even 10 percent?

This is most doubtful, and we will therefore have to accept living with data

which are widely thought to be much better. In particular we will have to

accept the meaning of errors of this magnitude in the calculation of growth

rates (cf. the following chapter).

To summarize: The rudimentary information obtained so far about

errors in national income statistics shows that these important statistics

are in especial need of decisive improvement. In particular, it should be

stressed that the prccnt exaggerated practical applications must be avoided.

It is not unusual, for example, to consider changes in the national income

figures of plus or minus one-tenth of one percent (or even lees!) as signifi-

cant for either theory or policy. In the face of the facts such procedure

is completely void of meaning.

It is distressing to see that even the high-placed Council of

Economic Advisors to the President engages in the practice of taking the

figures fur gross national pn•uCt aMid national 1ts.,cue at face value. Il

its entire history it appears never to have investigated their accuracy, and

a. a Conicqucnc- dra'ws-ol unarr-ntc- - " onrclusions" frorm a1Ieged An

percent changes of' these great aggregates. The same applies to t-eir treat-

mieint if 1S L a.Itiurf.
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6. Income vs. Product.

Gross national product totals are derived in two separate ways.

One method is to sum the income of all the factors of production, i.e.,

employee compensation, profiLs, rent, net interest, and add indirect taxes,

capltal consumption allowances, and several minor items. Gross national

product may be viewed also as the sum total of all expenditures paid out, and

in this case it is the sum of expenditures for consumption, private domestic

investment, government expenditures, and net foreign investment. If the

counting were accurate, the income and product sides would exactly agree, as

the sum of all incomes paid out in a given period must be equal to the sum

total of all income received in that period. However, since in fact the two

sides never balance exactly, there is a reconciling item termed "statistical

discrepancy" which appears as an item in the rational income accounts (by

convention it is entered on the debit side). If the procedure of obtaining

estimates of income and product is free from bias, the statistical discrepancy

obtained from estimating income and product over the years should behave like

a random error of measurement. In a study made a few years ago, tbh statis-

tical properties of this discrepancy were examined. "Since the GNP estimates

are built up from generally independent sources, the discrepancy may be taken

to represent the net result of the numerous forces which introduce errors in

the estimates of the detailed components on each side of the accounts." 1

However, while the discrepancy indicates that the totals do contain errors,

it is taken by tne National Income Division of the Department or Co-werce to

indicate a lack of consistency between the two sides and not as an absolute

measure of the errors therein. If the N~tioral Income Division finds that

•A. J. Gartaganis and A. S. Goldberger, "A Note on tnc Statistical
viscrepafncy in the national Accouzrnts," EconometrIca, Vol. 2., N•. r,
Apr .I., pp. -1.
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the discrepancy is large or erratic in movement, the estimate is reexamined

and attempts are made to trace and eliminate the source of the discrepancy

as far as possible. But even though improvements may be madeý a residual

discrepancy remains. Gartaganis and Goldberger did find some indication of

patterns of temporal interdependence in the estimates in some cases, particu-

larly in the pre-1954 estimates.

7. Absolute Size of the Estimates, Relative Changes and Revisions.

The problem of the accuracy of national ircome statistics may be

;iewed from two aspects. First, how good are the totals, i.e., what is the

probability that the real national income figure falls within, say, plus or

:minus twenty billion dollars of the published estimate? Second, and more

importantly from a practical point of view, is the question of the relia-

bility of changes in direction (flow) of the various national income series

from year to year or quarter to quarter.

(a) Absolute magnitude. The absolute size of national income

depends primarily on the conceptual foundations of the measure (besides the

effects of the problems due to sampling, interpolation, etc., alluded to

above). We have mentioned above the complicated conceptual problems of

imputation, measuremnent of the government's contribution to national income,

inventory and depreciation treatment. We emphasize again that statistical

mcasurernent is only one part of the problem of the accuracy of national

in•'omon stlt.ist.iks; etu'! df " 1 "-s- , rc.... to bo . .1c•s; loriun. .

The Natio.nai Incon:c Di'vision -aid Ule foundations fUr Lt.. present

nationa] iOZC ,': in, i ,-. , ":n -cvlsi:'ns WOCC mW-'. !or t•,' PCuriod

m~t :..ed c. ui to c a T:s .,ci•-r~e. . r'.. t rsulted in a

at, : G..... U n_:'; •. L. , .• t:-,,.'en";, -jel.i o . U. J, ncum~e and .OuLt;,'ut, iý ' .. V .
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1929-1946, incorporating the conceptual framework and statistical methodology

which were established in 1947. In Table N-h (A.) we see the magnitude of

adjustments in the revision of national income estimates in 1947. On the

average, the total revision for this period is + 7.1 percent (this is for

the entire period; we have chosen only a few years as illustrative) and the

average statistical revision is + 1 percent. Changes due to differences in
1

concept account for the major part of the revision, but it can be seen that

in some cases the statistical revision was of some importance. In 1946 there

was a 4.2 percent increase over the earlier estimate, due to statistical

revision, and in 1932 there was a decrease of 2 percent. On the other hand,

revision due to changes in concept produced changes of 13.1 percent (in

1944) and an average revision over the period of 6.2 percent. We can thus

conclude that even though the revisions here are largely due to changes in

concept, they do reflect the considerable measure of uncertainty which even

their makers attach to these t.staistics. This is particularly noteworthy

regarding the revisions in the 1940's, which are larger than earlier ones.

Compared with much smaller earlier revisions, this shows that it is not

generally true that more recent statistics are subject to less doubt than

earlier ones (assuming that these revisions themselves can inspire confi-

dence).

The years 194(-196 0hmw that the process of correction

continues and that both positive -Ld ncgative changes are required. In

Table N-h (B.. we s..ow t.- j ..fr.n.s ..tween the.e.nary and the--..

latest estimates of natimnal iuoo in this period. The largest absolute

chanre- is for 19;7. wit, + -. * L i]'io1 , i(), irncidontaiiy a rather criti-

"cai %roar ;or the curr-ntly -;,cd prn,-ff.z-es ,>.,:te:iiring bus .ness cycle

'io -tAt th--e an5u::- re-.2.etr rraifrn

¢cc,-crtusl :ta.ewrt:-ns, to -<: r. W~ct,'er t-ls is t-h case or not is a
seraratoe 1uesti .

a
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Table N-4

Comparison of Estimates of National Income

A. Reconciliation of New and Old Series of National Income: 1947 Adjustments 1

1929-1946_($ billions)

1929-1934 1929 19N 1951 1922 1935 1954

National income (new) 87.4 75.0 58.9 41.7 39.6 48.6
National income (old) 83.3 68.9 54.5 40.0 42.3 49.5
Total revision +4.1 +6.1 +4.4 +1.7 -2.7 -0.9
Amount of revision due

to concept changes +4.4 +6.7 +5.1 +2.5 -2.1 -o.6
Statistical revision -0.3 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -0.6 -0.3
Total revision as % of

old series +4.9 +8.9 +8.1 +4.3 -6.4 -1.8
Revision due to concept

changes as % of
old series* +5.3 +9-.7 +9.4 +6.3 -5.0 -1.2

Statistical revision as
% of old series* -0.4 -0.9 -1.3 -2.0 -1.4 -0.6

193_ 1940 1295 1936 1937 1958 1959 1940

National income (new) 56.8 64.7 75.6 67.4 72.5 81.3
National income (old) 55.7 64.9 71.5 64.2 70.8 77.6
Total revision +1.1 -0.2 +2.1 +3.2 +1.7 +3.7
Amount of revision due

to concept changes +1.3 40.2 +2.5 +3.1 +1.3 +3.6
Statistical revision -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 40.1 +0.4 +0.1
Total revision as % of

old series +2.0 -0.3 +2.9 +5.0 +2.4 +4.8
Revision due to concept

changes as % of
old series* +2.3 40.3 +3.2 +4.8 +1.8 +4.6

Statistical revision as
* of old series* -0.4 -0.6 -0.3 +0.2 40.6 40.1

1941-1946 1941 1942 1945 _144 1945 1946

National income (new) 103.8 136.5 168.3 182.5 182.8 178.2
National income (old) 96.9 122.2 149.4 160.7 161.0 165.0
Total revision +o.9 +14.3 +18.9 +21.t +21.8 +13.2
Amount of revision due

to concept changes +6.1 +13.2 +17.4 +21.1 +19.5 +6.3
Statistical revision +y,. +1.! - 40.'• +2.3 +6.9
Total revision as '%- of

-ld- series +7.1 +.11.7 +12.7 +153. +13.5 +8.0
Revision due to concept

changes as ! of
i-t,_ i,"s*•.) +*X.c +11.L. +15.1 +12.1 +5.8

Statistical revisiorn as

u- of old series* W.- . +.C- 40.5 +i. . 4..2
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Table N-4

Comparison of Estimates of National Income

B. Preliminary Estimates and Latest Revisions of National Income
1947-196D billions)

1947 1948 1949 1950

National income (revised)2 198.2 223.5 217.7 241.9
National income

(preliminary)3  202.6 224.4 221.5 235.6
Difference (bil. $) - 4.4 - 0.9 - 3.8 + 6.3
Difference as % of

preliminary series - 2.2% - 0.4% - 1.7% + 2.7%

1951 1952 1953 1254

National income (revised)2 279.3 292.2 305.6 301.8
National income

(preliminary) 3  275.8 290.4 307.7 300.0
Difference (bil. •) + 3.5 + 1.8 - 2.1 + 1.8
Difference as % of

preliminary series + 1.3% + 0.6% - 0.7% + 0.6%

1925 1956 1957 1958

National income (revised)2 330.2 350.8 366.9 367.4
National income

(preliminary) 3  322.3 342.4 358.0 360.5
Difference (bil.$) + 7.9 + 8.4 + 8.9 + 6.9
Difference as % of

prelimi.nary series + 2.5% + 2.5% + 2.5% + 1.9%

_1959 - 960
2

National income (revised), 399.6 i17I.1

National income •prelim.)' 398.5 417'.1

Difference (bil.$) + 1.i 0
Difference as A of

preliminary series + u..;
*These figures ,may not adi up t to !. total rervision because of. rounding.
Sources:

V S. D-epart.en.. cf Commrercc, aac..xa1 Income and i'roduct Statistics
of tlhe United States," _ ý %v ý f C~rc Businless, 27`: 14
July, 19-47.

5Nat i ona l in~c* ."' e ( . - n a , - -- S ur ;v• , o " C u rrent B u sinc s s, A nn ua l

Review num.rs, e.•-" -y, - - lssv;e frcn t G I, f
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turning points. If the change finally approaches zero (for 1960) this should

not be taken as a contradiction to the last sentence in the preceding para-

graph. The reason for the small percentage changes of the last 2-3 years is

simply that it sometimes takes ten years before the final figure is arrived

at, as will be seen from Table N-2 where the consecutive corrections are

listed.

The problems of revision which are so important in these measures,

although of course affecting the absolute size of the magnitude of the

various income and product series; will be discussed in the next section.

There we shall deal, first, with United States data and practices, and

second, with the experience in the United Kingdom, in order to show that the

problem presents itself everywhere when national income statistics and

similar accounts are being put together.

Revisions of previously reported figures may derive from conceptual

changes (but there have been no significant alterations in concept since the

major revision of 1947), from later or more reliable bench marks, and from

better statistics or advanced methods of processing.

(b) Relative changes and revisions. The fact that the estimates

of the absolute level of natioral inccme may leave us with doubts as to

their reliability does not necessarily mean that the flow figures or changes

from period to period are subject to the same magnitude of error. For

example, the conceptuel difficulties of imputation would present no problem

when calculating short-run changes if they are consstel handled; it is

only as a consequence of a change in a procedure or concept that the flow
................................... c,;s i th na then

fcig-rns suffer~.~ ~wn- - .-

st•tistIcs on changc has re "it le estImates ef ..- ve.nts in the national

op. cit., p. 291.
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income series. Even if we consider only the revisions which are regularly

being made, the figures are always of a tentative nature.

We will discuss the prdolem of revision and changes in the

quarterly estimates published by the National Income Division. Few series

are more widely used in analyzing the nation's economy than the quarterly

estimates of national income and gross national product (and the monthly

series on personal income). 1

There are three basic criteria by which to judge the reliability

of quarter-to-quarter changes of the national income series. The first is

the extent and nature of "bias," i.e., the extent to which the initial

estimates tend to be too high or too low on the average. It is necessary

to point out that by measuring the amount of bias using the final estimate

as reference, there is the implicit assumption that the final revised

estimates are "correct." Only for purposes of comparison can the final

estimates be considered correct in the sense of being at least the most

correctafigures available. In other words, it is usually considered that

progressive revisions get us closer and closer to the actual truth. The

second is a measure of the extent of the average revision, i.e., a measure

of the firmness of a given quarter-to-quarter percentage movement. Third,

one may consider the proportion of the times the first estimates of change

fail to give the "correct" direction of movement.2 But what is the "correct"

khroughout this secticn we do not mean to imply that users of any
of the series under discussion, gross national product, national income, etc.,
would confine themselves to any one estimate as an all-purpose indicator of
the state of the economy. Judgment as to direction or magnitude of change
in the economy, or in any part of it, should rest on a number of indicators,
e.g., the Federal Reserve Beard index cf production, employmenr rate, steel
production, etc. Of course, each of these pieces of information is subject
to its own unknown errors and there is no guarantee that they would, in
general, cancel each other out.

2V;Anold Zellner fo;Ijs -.c. tho same lines in a study of the
provisional and revised quarters," est-Iates of cross naticonal priduct and
its components in th;e -er7od I9 -to l'-.ý. One of -is most striking findings

I,
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direction when successive revisions of the figures for the same year some-

times are positive, sometimes negative in succession, as has repeatedly been

the case? The latest figure for a given year -.s not always the final figure

even for several years after the given date. Hence there is not necessarily

a value towards which the successive, repeated corrections clearly converge.

Only if this were known to be the case could one speak of "correct" direc-

tions, and if' one could be sure of this, the limiting value could easily be

computed.

Table N-2 shows the repeated revisions of United States National

Income since 1947, and Chart N-1 represents some implications. We see, as

already mentioned, that revisions of the originally given figure sometimes

still come after ten years! We also note that there seems to be no tendency

for the number of revisions to decrease significantly. It is, of course,

desirable that revisions be made- when new information becomes available. But

their frequency and long delays betray an uncertainty - no doubt justified

permeating the whole field, which is in striking contrast with the wide-

spread immediate use of the first given figure and the assumption that it is

significant to one billion dollars or less. We dispense with a mcre detailed

description of this table since it offers no difficulties. But we emphasize

again that each consecutive figure, i.e., revision for th"e same year, is

afflicted with its own error and that the mere fact of a revision as sucl

offers no guarantee whatsoever that the err'or has thereby bcer reduced.

was: " ... whereas nrcvis (c.nfl.i nstimats c.f GCT- Aislacrend with: revised
estimates onlyi in 5 cases, These occurred at the lowere turning points of' the
1948-9 and 19/5-4 recessions." (A this was all before deflation by doubt-
ful price indexcst). Cf. ArTi.lSd Z.le, "A Statistical Analyqsis ot'_f Provi-
sIonal Estimnates cf G;r--ss Natiýra± rr(-duc.-t a:Ld its Cu..r.:" ee
National- Ir:fmc ueCa:o etsone,-;u>: of Pcrsccal 1.tve•lrtg, una of Seece
Statistical Associr.tic_., - , Mach i " :

. -o .a
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Neither is the converse the case: a lack of revision does not necessarilj

imply that th.. e given figure ts g•o (tha is particularly to be borne in

mind when Judging conponents of aggregates!). More often than not it simply

means that no revision has taken place. Since no error is stated by the

makers of Lhe statisties in the first place, nothing is being said about

anyo likely changes in the error either. The reader, of course, has no way

of determining these changes for himself.

Chart N-1 shows what paths of description of change in national

income could have been chosen, assuming that each of the different values

given for a certain year is equally likely and would actually have been

reported instead of the whole set of figures given for each year. This

chart expresses clearly some of the uncertainties prevailing in this field,

though - again - nothing is shown about the far bigger uncertainty resid-

irng in the basic error of each number. If that were expressed it would

demonstrate that the path, leading from year to year, can vary enormously,

and that only the very broad tendency of an increase of national income

over longer periods of time can be asserted with confidence. These obser-

vations, incidentally, should bc viewed as casting serious doubts on the

usefulness of national incomc fiuTr,-!s for business cycle analysis. The

idea that quarterly, let auone nonth.-, figsures of gross national product,

national incomr, etc., could b. obtai.ed, even with t4he most modern record-

ine devics, wit.o•ut apprciablc erro-r, is " :th short cf grotesque.

And when we do have crrnr and ".' tc dern~nr' g!'c,•h rates, we are by

necessity exposed to tne c.;nseq,.c,-:es -isi:Le u- thc o11pt......tiofs in the

a' I. -'. -I--e

Z~~.! Sta~t'2zcr.;ts C_•i .-21; """-. *< .u-i ( -2. .sr.ti (Ti r• he~rIu

S". . . . 6--- na_"If. these exn.•eri. ....... ... 'C ,, _'- t - . -I a:':-" . '£ i- : -t... .. •":f r-. !

i'c ;v stat st-j -'s: . .t .... ... ; ..t. ... -7 . .. ..... w:.at u:. S :.'1 j( d t'
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revisions of other, perhaps less advanced, ccuntries show or should show,

and how uncertain it is to attribute to any one year a "true" figure, where

"true" means merely conforming to the existing method with its known limita-

tions and its unknown error.

Chart N-2 shows the implications of + 10 percent errors in the

seasonally-adjusted quarterly national income figures. Between the shaded

areas lies the zone of uncertainty surrounding the data. No single quarter-

to-quarter change is significant within this band. Changes persisting for

several quarters are seldom significant. By and large the national income

figures contribute little confirmation of the post-war business cycle, its

turning points shown by the small arrows, as the different possible profile

of national income shown by the dotted line brings out, its turning points

marked by stars. This alternative path is not in any sense "correct"; but

the point is that we do not know where in the region the statistics should lie.

In Table N-5 the various revisions are showm as related to the prin-

cipal component series; there is, clearly, an interest in observing which

categories of economic activities contributed most or least to the revisions.

Preliminary estimates for most series of the quarterly national

income series are made available in tne Survey of Current Business in the

issue of two months after the end of the quarter; for corporate profits and

national income, the lag is a-n additional two months. Subsequently, how-

ever, there are still sizeable revisions in the published series. The

quarterly statistics are based generally on more limited informantion than

the annual series. First revisions are made three months after first

Fplicati on, and .. t`.e .Jucy issue of tne Survey c[' Current Business the data

may be re'vised fur the last twc; ur thrre Years. The three-year period

allowed for Poss'ble revision pcr.its thc i:!czm.-ration of data accumulated

b:.; such a-•ual uinde-trkis -.s tie :tatjstfcs uf Incu.-e of t.e Internal

bi
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Table N-5

Selected National Income Series, 1947-1958:
Summary Measures of Quarter-to-Quarter Percent Movement

Average revision
as a % of average Average bias in

movement of % of time first estimates of
revised estimate direction of quarter-to-quarter

National Income Series of change movement missed movement

Compensation of employees 26 % 6 % - .17 %
National income 26 4 - .18
Personal income 28 6 - .15

Personal consumption
expenditures 34 2 - .31

Gross national product 38 11 - .22
Corporate profits

before tax 40 19 .53

Gross private domestic
investment 61 19 .01

Proprietors' and rental
income 96 28 .05

Source: "Revisions of First Estimates of Quarter-to-Quarter Movement in
Selected National Income Series, 1947-1958 (Seasonally Adjusted Data,"
Statistical Evaluation Reports, Report No. 2, Office of Statistical
Standards, Bureau of the Budget, February 1960, p. 23.

Revenue Service, various biannual censuses, etc.

The magnitude of the revisions may give some measure of the

"firmness" of the particular component series of national income. A

series with smaller quarter-to-quarter revisions does not necessarily

indicate greater accuracy. It may mean simply that no better data have

become available, and that the original data, however weak they may be,

remain the best available. On the other hand, a serics with large revi-

sions certainly indicates that the original estimates were wear.. As a

practical matter, series which are usually considered among the better
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series have the least relative revision. In this sense, national income,

compensation of employees, and personal income are "good" series, whereas

proprietors' and rental income and even corporate profits are relatively

weak series. Observe, however, that corporate profits are based on

(audited!) balance sheets (with all their limitations as discussed in

Part I), and income tax returns, while for personal income not even the

number of persons receiving income is reliably known (see reference in

footnote 1, page 18).

In Table N-5 the selected national income series have been grouped,

using as criteria the relative revision of the first available estimates of

change, the percent of times the first estimates missed the direction of

movement, and, to a lesser extent, the average bias, which is generally

insignificant in these series.

For most series the bias is small and therefore not significant,

with the possible exception of corporate profits where initial estimates have

averaged high. This series, so widely used, especially by security analysts,

trying to determine the prospects of individual stocks, is one of the most

difficult to measure with assurance. One of the principal difficulties is

associated with making proper allowances for depreciation, which affect the

magnitude of profits and are taken directly from income tax returns, no

matter what method is used. In addition, this series has been revised on

the basis of new data and by improvements in the processing of data.

The average revision is a measure of the dispersion of the origi-

nal estimates of quarter-to-quarter percent change about the corresponding

revised eatimates. For the relatively "firn-." series such as compensation

khe discussion in these paragraphs is base-d for the most part on
"Revisions of First Estizates ... ," Id. (Note that a "seasonal adjust-
sent" of data of this kind is a most qiestionable operation, mechan!ica 1 !y
applied but devoid of meaning.;

b
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of employees and national income, the average swing from quarter to quarter

is about two percent and the average revision is about .5 percent, or about

one-fourth of the quarter-to-quarter movement. For "weaker" series such as

rental and proprietors' income, the average revision actually is about as

large as the swing itself. In this case, then, the measure of change is

not particularly meaningful. Since there is no bias, the direction of the

revision is completely random; therefore, it is Just as likely as not that

the observed change will be completely washed out when new revised data are

published. The point is, of course, ver-y significant for the user of these

data: "In current business analysis, it is of great importance that the

"truth" be as closely approximated within the current period as possible.

Revision a year later, while significant for historical purposes, comes too

late for the analyst in his diagnosis and prognosis of current trends."''

Thus, in series where the average revision is large relative to

the quarter-to-quarter movements, the first estimates may often fail to

give the "correct," i.e., ultimately asserted, direction of movement. For

example, in the period 1947-58, proprietors' and rental income failed to

detect the direction of movement 28 percent of the time and corporate

profits 19 percent of the time. This may be compared with national income,

which missed only 4 percent of the time, and compensation of employees,

which was off course 6 percent of the time.

In summary, we conclude that while most United States national

income series are relatively free from bias, there are large differences in

the fimnness of these series. W1,cn reliable estimates of the direction in

which the ect-ur-.y, is mcvin. are xiecdcel and when such estimates, are 'o b

,.taLe ýna iui.t•. se '•jes. ttcn- fir-er series should Brave to be

Ž¶. Cohen :-,.... air.sL•:i"., iTe income 2ide: A Business
User's Viewocint," ix A Critique of the Unitcd -tates Income Wad Product

Accou ts ..... -
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the better indicators. On the other hand the firm series are not always

very important for more specialized purposes, since some of them, such as

national income, are highly inclusive and so global in character that they

can only figure in very aggregative economic models of low power of resolu-

tion. Corporate profits and gross private domestic investment on the other

hand would be very interesting for estimating, say, future activity on the

stock market, but they are definitely weak series and therefore of little

use when needed.

8. British National Income Statistics and Revisions.

The high level of British statistics and the pioneering work in

the field of national income associated with such names as A. L. Bowley,

Lord Stamp, and R. Stone, to mention only a few, does not remove the fact

that British data are also of uneven quality and subject to important revi-

sions with the associated uncertainties. The Central Statistical Office has

frequently warned of the inherent unreliability of their estimates of

national income.

In 1956 a system of reliability gradings was worked out for the

different components that appear in the various tables and accounts. There

are three gradings: A grading of A indicates (with 90% confidence) that

the reported figures are correct subject to a margin of error of less than

3'% in either direction; B indicates an. error of 3% to 10% in either direc-

tion, and C indicates that the error is greater than 10%. (This classifi-

cation should be compared to the direct estin'ates by Kuznets, page 15, above.

The items reccivinK the better ratings correspond in some ways to

tAhose wh in at.;e United States wer suJect to t-. least violent. revitsions

4liationa-i Income StatistIcs: S~ources and Methods (HI. M. SAtation-
e ry O ff i ce, I96
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(cf. Table N-5, page 32). For example, consumers' expenditures, gross

national product, wages and salaries received, received a grade of A, while

profits, rent, income for self-employed received a grade of B. Note, how-

ever, that, as stated before, a lack of revision is precisely that and does

not necessarily reflect reliabtlity or trustworthiness of the estimate!

The nature and consequences of the British classification and the

implicatiorsof the revisions of British national income figures were analyzed

in an excellent study by Harry Burton. This author has clearly and force-

fully shown the magnitude of the errors of measurement when yearly revisions

are considered, even for items that have an A rating. It is noteworthy that

neither Burton's paper nor the original Blue Book has found the kind of

reaction among economists and the public that they deserve. Instead, in

Great Birtain as in the United States and elsewhere, national income statis-

tics are still being taken at their face value and interpreted as if their

accuracy compared favorably with that of the measurement of the speed of

light.

Table N-6 summarizes the size of changes in estimates (in million

E) for selected items for 195J4 and 1955 when their corresponding errors are

considered. There are two grade A items and one each for grades B and C.

The official change is given in column 3. The changes in column 4 assume

that the estimate for 1954 was too high by l0 for grade A items, 64% for

grade B and 15% for grade C (there was a negative error for 1954) and that

the estimate for 1955 was too low by corresponding amounts (a positive

error for 1955). Column 6 gives the changes assuming the same magnitude of

errors for grade A, B and C items, but this time assuming they are opposite

in sign, i.e., that the 195r. figure Is ax underestimate and the 1955 figure

'Harry Burton, "The Rel1abil1ty of Nntional Income Statistics."
A......n ..esearch, July 19-t(, pp. 24&o-2u.
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Table N-6

Changes in Selected items: 1956 Blue Book (U. K.) 1954-1955

Low and High Gradings Error*

(h million)

Change: 1954-1952 with
Blue Book 1954 negative 1954 positive

estimates Change 1955 positive 1955 negative
1954 Low Higher Low Higher

Grade 19522 1955 error error error error
col. 1 2 _4

Consumers'
expenditures A 11995 12785 788 1159 1407 417 169

GNP (at market
price) A 17964 19058 1094 1649 2019 539 169

Gross domestic
capital for-
mation B 2624 3165 541 918 1119 164 - 57

Investment income
due abroad C 604 591 - 15 167 286 - 193 - 512

*Low gradings error: A + 1j% B + 6&% C + 15%

High gradings error: A + 21% ' B + 10% C + 25%

Low negative bias for item in group A therefore means error of - 10

Source: Burton, ibid.

an overestimate. Columns 5 and 7 correspond to 4 and 6 respectively, except

that here the errors are assumed to be larger (20 for grade A, 10% for B,

and 25$ for C).

Brief study of the table will indicate the tremendous uncertainties

involved. Even for grade A items with low gradings error, the estimate of

year-to-year change is very poor indeed - for consumers' expenditures a

reported change of 78M might just as easily be as low as 417 or as high as

!ll. For a high gradings error the range is i1U to 1407: Clearly, we can

a
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say very little indeed for forecasting purposes.

For grade B and C items the situation becomes worse. Gross domes-

tic capital formation (grade B), an extremely important item for business

cycle analysts, was reported as increasing by L 541 million from 1954 to

1955. Assuming a high gradings error, this figure could have been as low

as E -37 million and as high as L 1119 million. In other words, from the

figures alone the economy could have been in a major depression or in a

superboom!

British national income statistics are subject to frequent and

wide revisions, as are those of the United States (cf. Table N-2). Table

N-7 gives the figures for selected items for 1952 as reported in 1953, 1954,

1955, and 1956. While the revisions for grade A are minor and generally go

in the same direction, the opposite is the case for grades B and C, where

increases of the original estimate are followed alternatingly by increases

and decreases. The net income from abrcad - a very important item of the

British balance of payments - underwent the most drastic revisions, a

situation which leaves the user of these statistics with a great deal of

uncertainty.

9. International Comparisons of National Incomes.

If the great difficulties in making reliable national income

statistics for the United States and the United Kingdom are a good indica-

tion of the problems any country runs into, then we can infer a great deal

about the value, or rather the lack of vahe, of international comparisons

IA negative gross investment figure is cf course conceptually

impossible and is only the result cf arithmeticr illustration. Zero gross
investment would Imrply, trnat there were :7, expenrit'urns on capital forma-
tion and that the capital st1:k was eeaesi± f at a rate equai to deprecia-

tion estimates. Cleartly this is '.J extremie and is not even characteristic
of a rajI'r derressicn.
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Table N-7

Revisions of British National Lncome Statistics

fcr the Year 1952

(L. millions)

As reported in:

Grade 1953 1954 1955 1956

Consumer

expenditures A 10478 10440 10570 10582

GNP (factor cost) A 13653 15738 13861 13928

Gross capital
formation B 1951 2116 2089 2158

Net income from
abroad C 128 139 114 93

Percent and direction of revision
from original (1955) report

1-954 1955 1956

Consumer

expenditures A - 0.37 + 0.87 + 0.99

GNP (factor cost) A + 0.62 + 1.52 + 2.01

Gross capital
formation B + 9.58 + 8.18 + 11.75

Net income from
abroad C + 8.59 - 10.94 - 27.35

Source: Burton, op. cit.

in this area. Such cctparisons are freely made ard far-reaching consequences

are drawýni, for exwp •e, wh-cn te different degrees (of welfare, economic

"ctc., arct strictly of a political

character. AlthoughE attinto.n F " ý -n ;:ai 1,ospeclally ti, thcnc••p4ual

-if. csprcialiy I- _Ž. rzavls, '.t" Scope uf Eroncic Activity in

b•



difficulties in making comparisons, there apparently exists no thorough

exploration of the enormous obstacles in the way to meaningful results. We

can only add a few remarks at this occasion.

There are two principal questions involved: first, one referring

to the comnarability and applicability of concerts (essentially developed in

advanced industrial countries), and second, one referring to the quality of

the component data - our principal concern - no matter what might be the

answer to the first question. The main fact is, as far as concepts are con-

cerned, that the organization and development of nations differ so widely

that for each class or category of countries, to some extent, conceptually

quite different situations arise. Concepts have been well analyzed in

western industrial nations, but they have not been settled as the many revi-

sions of data due to conceptual changes prove. They are less understood for

more agricultural countries and for those which have incomplete monetary

organizations, lack large markets, said have no all-pervading price system,

and thus perhaps are oriented less towards pecuniary pursuits. There are

many points in common, some of which were discussed above, such as the diffi-

culty of accounting for work done at home w:ithout pay and for the same work

performed against money payment. What is negligible in one kind of country

can be important in another. This applies in particular to home-consumed

agricultural produce, which is an enornous part of the total in under-

developed agricultural countries sad practically irrelevant in the United

States. Clearly, this is far more difficult to measure in the former than

in the latter; yet U. S. ai-ri.,:ltural statistics are far from satisfactory.

Hlow, then, could te £k:rlci!i1.zxa i:cnc of, say, Ceylon, the Congo, China,

leliria, or Tibet b'e - at least a a.zr.c..... Th"- car. t e

international Income Conarisc.ns, 12 >.'le C i: the International Cumparison
ofEc.t t c I ari Wer"t-, Voi )Q2 (19%7-?. . 549 ff,
as well as tnte cism'ssion !' y E. Jas,.. ad . Viner. Cf. furt.er . ,
ski. c-). cit.
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comparable, e.g., on a per capita basis, when even the number of innabitants

in these countries is in far greater doubt than in the United States?

Similar to hidden unemployment - that plague of meaningful

unemployment statistics - there is hidden income which is probably the

greater (on a percentage basis) the less developed the country is and the

warmer is its climate.1 Therefore, the numerical (money) expressions of

income are in grave doubt as far as comparability is concerned. This is

quite apart from the difficulty of converting different monetary units into

a standard reference unit, especially when at the same moment of time some

countries are undergoing inflation, others deflation, some have multiple

exchange rates, others have virtually no foreign transactions, etc. The

trouble of having to correct for changing money values exists, as we know,

even for comparisons over time within the same country. Then it becomes

important to realize that the deflation of national income figures is depen-

dent upon the fact cf whether it is done for aggregates or for components

separately, when all have different degrees of reliability.

International comparisons are constantly being made. No doubt

some information car. be had from existing figures, and whether they are use-

ful depends, as we shall not tirc to repeat, on the purposes of the compari-

sons. To ascertain in a rather general manner the fact of gross differences

of the income of different nations, to show that they differ by large factors,

½omettmes in a "negative" sense, i.e., in warm climates, certain
effurts are not required and therefore no corresponding income is generated.
For example, ever. with a U. S. per capita income, one would not heat a house
in the tropics (though urie may want to cool it) or wear fur coats. There-
fore, the financial inability to provide heat and furs is irrelevant in
determining the meaning of tropical incone levels. This is partly a con-
ceptual matter; clearly it is a different matter regarding the ability to
provide focxi or education.

But probably not by as lar6- factors as is suggested by the
officIale- statistics. As Kuzzuetas ol&_ei-,-ed several years ago, If the_ l',-
figures were -orrc.t th- anha.tcts L I, ,"crrerst con:tr'es would all heve
starved a lor-g tine agzo.
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and to see whether these differences have changed over the years, etc., is

one thing, but to believe that we can state this and much more reliably to

two, three, or° even four "significant" digits is an entirely different

matter. On the basis of the discussion of the figures of the United States

and the Unit•ted Kingdom, we could not accomplish the latter even for these

two advanced and "similar" countries. Yet we need only to look at numerous

United Nations publications to see that this is being done for the whole

world without any further excuse. The most startling use - or rather abuse -

is for determining allegedly comparable growth rates for different countries,

on the basis of which far-reaching policy decisions are made. (Cf., the

chapter on Growth.)

The Office of Statistical Standards of the U. S. Bureau of the

Budget has published a "Memorandum on International Statistics,''l rating

countries in four groups (for 1956): I = Very Good, II Good, III Fair,

IV Weak, as follows:

Table N-8

Accuracy of Statistics:
Various Regions

All I II III IV

Number 64 17 9 18 20

Continent

Africa 9 1 2 6

America, North 1. 2 1 5 5

Amerl ra, South -9 2 2

Asia 15 2 5 8

Eur.-pe an!! Ccaa ia 1 1 2 1

Source: loe. cit.

u-. S. Cc.:ir-css, *Jc:rt E:.: c:c .-. ttce, dbts Ccnrress, 2nd.
Sessicn, L9C)'.

-h
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Only 17, about one-fourth, qualify as "very good." The reader

will remember that the beat is probably the United States and that for this

country the average error is probably in the order of ten percent. One

wonders what it might in fact be for the 20 countries where the statistics

are "weak"? (Note: Not called "poor," or "bad". Note also that an

identification of the various countries was carefully avoided. This delicacy

was perhaps dictated by the desire to avoid international incidents?)

The difficulties in this area of comparison are truly stupendous,

and the many authors who have contributed so much to analyze and overcome

them deserve praise and encouragement. There is no doubt that a gradual

clarification of issues is taking place. Ingenious systems of national

accounting have been worked out and are being widely used. There is a

learning process under way that can bring beneficial results to those who

participate in it. But this is a slow process. And no matter how much the

schemes and models improve, at the root of all trouble is the question of

the basic statistics which are being put into a gigemtic agglomeration. In

a sense we see here something similar to the process of increasing the gap

between the "have" and "have not" nations: The statistics of those countries

which produce the better figures continue still to improve, while those of

the poor countries improve at a much slower rate, in spite of assistance

given to them by the United Nations and other agencies. These can only

help with methods and concepts, but not with the collection of the basic

data, where the root of the trouble lies.

A special problem is offered by the Soviet Union. The statistics

of that coxuntry are exceedingly difficult to assess, but it is generally

known that they are seldom what they purpcrt to be. This is in part due to

1Vol. OXC of Studies in _ITce and Wealth, quoted above, bears
eloquent testimony to this fact.

S.. ... s fact
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the highly centralized administration of the country, a very different con-

ceptual structure in the thinking about economics, the absence of a true

price system, the immensity of the country (that is split into many semi-

autonomous republics), etc. There has been a great deal of deliberate

doctoring of statistics at many levels, for example, in order to make produc-

tion results appear better than they were or to receive assignments of raw

materials that would not otherwise be allocated, etc. Even Khrushchev has

repeatedly referred to falsified accounts of various activities, especially

in farming, and there is no reason not to assume that this was different in

the time of Stalin. A particular trouble in measuring aggregates is - as

in all other countries - the double counting, or rather the multiple count-

ing. This becomes the more serious the more complicated the final products

are, which is undoubtedly the case everywhere under the impact of the

present industrial-scientific revolution. Double counting has apparently

been a most serious defect of Soviet statistics, with the necessary result

that accounts of national income have been exaggerated and increasingly so

in more recent times (for the reasons just given). This is the upshot of

criticism by S. G. Strumilin, a well-known Soviet economist. 1  For example,

in 1945, industrial output was, according to him, more than 30 percent below

1940, rather than only 8 percent, as the official statistics show. Similar-

ly, again according to Strumilin, industrial production rose from 1945 to

1956 only three-fold , rather than four-fold, as officially asserted. (This

may, of course, still be an exaggeration, and is subject to our observa-

tions on growth rates, cf. below.) Though indtstr1a- production iz not

identical with national income, it is a sabstantial component; its difficul-

ties are illustrative for the larger aggregate and show how limited the value

1 Ocherkl Sctslalistlcheskc! Ekonomiki 5SS. (Essays on the Social-
ist Economy of the USSR), Mosc.,-w 1960.
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is of any "growth factor" based on such data.

We do not propose to discuss the Soviet national income statistics

here any further. They are analyzed by Studenski, where the international

literature on this subject is mentioned.1 It is clear that the arbitrari-

ness in valuation, partly due to the attempted use of the obsolete Marxist

labor value theory, is greater than in any country possessing a functioning

price system. The difficulties exceed those in underdeveloped countries

which also have a small market sector only; but there the market performs its

true function of determining the allocation of resources, though it may not

reach far into the economy. There can be no statistic of national income

without measuring or postulating money streams, since there must be a

common denominator and no one has as yet found a substitute for the money

measure. That is why the Soviet national income is also given in terms of

rubles, though what the latter mean is obscure: there is no free market and

no free exchange rate at which to make comparisons. Apart from the assign-

ment of monetary expressions on the basis of assumed, imputed values, there

is still the underlying problem of the accuracy with which the physical

phenomena can be recorded, whose values are to be expressed in monetary

units. To count cows, to weigh the harvest, to enumerate machines, etc.,

is the same problem in all countries. Some solve it better than others.

Most works dealing with Soviet national income pay little attention to

these data problems, but more to the valuation question. Yet in Russia the

former encounter even greater Uifficulties than in the United States or

the United Kingdom.

1The most important and authoritative work on Soviet national
income is the recent book by A. Bergson, The Real Income of Soviet Russia
Since 1928 (Cambridge, Mass., 1961). This work takes up especially the
above-mentioned difficulties regarding valuation, as well as many others,
and attacks them with great ingenuity and competence. But the basIc diffi-
culties of the data remain, and cur results concerning the lack of validity
of coxronly c-ruted growth rates an,; their international comparability
apply fully (cf. the :oiciowlng chapteri.

a
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Summarizing, we can state that statistics giving international

comparisons of national incomes are among the most uncertain and unreliable

statistics with which the public is being confronted. The area is full of

complicated and unsolved problems, and in spite of the great efforts to

overcome them, the progress is slcw. This is a field where politics reigrt

supreme and where lack of critical appraisal is particularly damaging.
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I. Introduction.

In recent years there has been much concern among economists,

politicians, and the general public about the rate of economic growth of

the United States and other countries. In addition to the goals of maintain-

ing a high level of employment and providing for general stability in the

price level, a third goal, that of maintaining a satisfactory rate of economic

growth, has been added to the responsibilities of fiscal and monetary author-

ities.

The increased emphasis on economic growth has two reasons: first,

the desire to provide a higher standard of living for our citizens; second,

to determine how effectively the Western world competes in the cold war with

the Soviet Union.

In general we have made it the rule in this book to concern our-

selves chiefly with primary data and to stay away as far as possible from

indexes, uses of data, and further conceptual issues. It became clear that

this is not always possible, because the greater the inevitable aggregates are,

the more important become concepts. Similarly, no index construction is

trivial, and especially those involving the notion of "costs of living" and

their comparisons over time and among nations require a descent into con-

siderable depths of economic theory and mathematics. And when classifications

are the issue, concepts again assume great significance. In discussing

national income even such elusive notions as "community welfare" had to be

touched upon. All these reappear by necessity when growth rates are men-

tioned, and therefore have to be given proper, though brief, consideration

in what follows.

In these pages we will therefore comment on the meaning cf economic

growth, the problem of thc accuracy of growth statistics, and the difficulties

confronting the user of such info.xation. Fiarat4 we shall discuss the
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problems of comparison or growth rates for different periods and for dif-

ferent countries during the same period.

2. The Concept of Economic Growth.

Economic grcwth is generally considered to be the increase in the

"real" output of the economy over time. There is controversy about the beat

index of economic growth, which is nct surprising since "growth" is a very

complex phenomenon, wherever it is encountered. Many models of the economy

have been suggested, showing growth of different kinds, and business cycle

theory has been concerned with the "expansion" phase of a business cycle as

distinguished from the "expansion" due to long term growth. These ideas

will not be discussed here. But reference should be made to the work of

biologists and others who have studied growth of organismne where it is

shown that growing and dying precesses are closely related within the same

individual, a fact that co-rresponds somnewhat to the frequent changes in

technology used in economic activities. This often takes the form that one

activity declines (e.g., railroads) while others expand (e.g., motor cars).

The question immediately arises whether these two tendencies compensate or

whether one outweighs the other, su that while there are some declines and

some expansions, one could nevertheless discern a clear overall tendency.

Since conflicting teadencies develop in many areas simultaneously, the

difficulties of assigning weights are compocnded. It is clear, at any

1Sir d'Arc~y Wentworth T..,_ps-c..: On For. and Groith (Cambridge:
Can.bridge Univer•itj Fress, i948). Galileo has already shown in his
Discourses that certain tysp. cf me:hais ms, amicrig them the bone structure
of the hu/=.an Lcd y, cannot ibe llrearly,, exten led at will. The, idea of"'brcken

.. _ trcns ' - te -. :.-. f ir df-.,ei0orl.g a thiecry of trend change (i.e.,
"the i -nterrelaticz. of s 1 i y sing axw falling trends) is advanced
in C. Morgenstern: Wirtsvhaft.sprc'R:.se, Eine ln tcrsuchung Ihrer Voraus-

•i :.kS...(ien •... .s Spri.nge r, ...



rate, that a complicated process of valuation is involved even when only the

simple, current method for determining growth rates is used. This method is

to take the movement of gross national product, adjusted for changes in the

price level, as a satisfactory indicator. This rather crude procedure could

be refined, for example, by takin-g national income or personal income. The

more we refine the measure, the greater are the conceptual problems and the

more difficult the decisions. In view of the important purposes of the

determination of growth, the best possible measurements are barely good

enough and any evasion of the underlying issues is inadmissible. Yet here

we are only concerned with one single aspect, which is the reliability of

the figures expressing the currently used measures, whatever their conceptual

justification.

Gross national product, national income, etc., are not the only

possible repreientatives for a simple notion of growth. For example, a

production index could be used. All, however, would have to be corrected for

price changes, a particularly important adjustment since "growth" implies

necessarily long periods and there have been none in which there were no

substantial price changes. A volume production index would have to be

corrected for quality changes. Similarly, population growth has to be taken

into account. Omission of this correction would be particularly serious

since in some countries population has a tendency to outstrip the increase

in production. Consider an extreme case where real gross national product

increases by 10 percent per annum over a 3-year period, but population

increases by 15 percent. Then the gross rational product per capita would

actually have decreased by atcAu 5 percent per annum. This is a real

possibility in populous underdeveloped countries, where it is notoriously

difficult to obtain reliable data for production as well as for population.

-- e rosslblity arises Ir, partbcular wit!. respect to Communist China, where
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no one can say with confidence what the population is and how production has

developed. From all we know, the likelihood of a net decrease in income per

capita cannot be ruled out. Note that the question of optimal or just

distribution of the national product is usually evaded in these discussions.

The matter is obviously controversial and cannot be settled before a true

t-hory of social benef it with a method of its measurement has been e '"tabilhe.

Similarly, the age distribution of the population should not be neglected in

evaluating size, change, and meaning in real national product.

We are here only concerned with the increases of real gross national

product, i.e., the original gross national product series published by the

Department of Commerce and deflated by various price indexes calculated by

the National Income Division. These deflators are especially constructed

price indexes for the various components of gross national product.

3. The Accuracy of Growth Rates.

Obviously, the value of a growth rate depends on both the accuracy

of the figures for gross national product and of the prices going into the

construction of the deflator-indexes. The former are subject to the con-

siderable uncertainties discussed in the preceding section, thc latter depend

on the precision with which actual prices as distinguished from posted prices,

list prices, etc., car. be deteri'rined and applied to the correct sectors of

gross national product. We knuw that this is far more difficult than gener-

ally assumed, but we shall discuss neither basic price data nor pric

indexes any furtler. The two f actors do. however, combine in producing

very serious doubts about the-e.,Aýab..... .nd __sef'uLress (in the current

sense) of grow-rth rates.

±Tisb was alreac ccrpty;Tc ir -*.e preceding section. We
arc, cf coxrse. far fran ths staite
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The reader who concurs in the preceding evaluation of national

income statistics will have no difficulty in seeing that a reliable growth

rate of two significant digits is impossible to establish. But even the

first digit is in grave doubt. This will be clearly shown below. Yet the

emphasis of the public discussion is on the second digit - usually the

first decimal - and it is carried on in all seriousness as if a distinction

of, say, 3.2 and 3.5 percent were really possible, and as if the transition,

within a short time, from the former to the latter constituted progress of

the country, offered assurance of progress in the interrational competition,

and so on. Such contentions are entirely unwarranted. It is difficult to

see how even a shade of proof can be offered by the proponents of these

practices. A growth rate simply cannot be computed with the stated or demanded

degree of refinement and reliability. This applies to the existing national

income data of any country in the world.

Yet we know that countries have grow-n and that, at periods, some

have grown faster than others. But such observations and statements can be

made with confidence only qualitatively arid for longer periods. They are

impossible to make for one year (or less!), where a nation's growth is as

imperceptible as the growth of a person's teeth in a mcnth. These general

statements are based on a host off qualitat I* nd -k. ...uantitative indications,

of which the imperfectly measured change in gross natioral product or

national income is only one. Manry are essentially qualitative in nature

for whch, as yet, no mcasurcncnts havc bccr. dvs, shs e vl

ment of institutions of business, markets, law, enterprise, etc. By denying

th-e alleged acc -ýs 4. ratos we apply a standard

that has I-een used thrýugh,-tut Ut s i"-estigat4.un In addition we express

great dioul""t t"-a,- as zcomvttex a pirt.tn: as '•-rett." can 1,e stated ade-

a .tel y' y Ys siTple and am. s; t r>i Ial a a -s.;re as aa p-rceta ge change in
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either gross national product or national income, even if reduced to real

terms. This doubt, I am sure, must be shared in their hearts by numerous

theorists who have tried to explore in depth the intricate phenomenon of

economic development, growth, and expansion. Their work has led to some

non-trivial models which for their empirical application would require

statistical measurements that differ by a wide margin from the simple per-

centage figures of a deflated gross national product.

Concerning the rates themselves, we observe the following:

Table G-1 shows growth rates as commonly computed, but for 1, 3, and 5 per-

cent plus or minus variations of the underlying figures. We recall that

the assumption of a + 5 percent accuracy of the non-deflated gross national

product is conservative. The results of this simple computation should

shake the confidence of anyone who thinks that the difference between, say,

3.2 and 3.3 percent is significant.

The computation is for a (hypothetical) change in United States

gross national product from $550 billion in Period I to $560 billion in

Period II. The first column lists the values of gross national product

assuming the reported figure for Period I, i.e., $550 billion, to be sub-

jected to the above-mentioned error of + ±l, 1 5%, and + 5% . The top row

carried the same assumption through for the Period II figures. The body of

the table contains the growth rates obtained for all combinations of the

assumed possible errors. When there is no error assumed or when a positive

error of a given magnitude is exactly canpensated by an error of the same

magnitude but with opposite sign, the growth ratc is 1.84. This rate

would, according to current practices, be reported (and aralyzed!) as "the"

rate. It is, of course, impossible that there be no errors at all, and

most improbable that they always exactly compensate for each other. The

table now showas -larly what nappens whe.• even the modest 1$ or 3% errors
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Table G-1

Apparent Rate of Growth for + 1, + 3, + 5 Percent Errors

A. Assuming Reported Gross National Product Figures 550 and 560

in Two Successive Periods

Period II GNP
560- Error ••2• 0 543.2 554o4 560.0 565.6 7,,, ,588.0

Period I GNP
550_+Error %Error -5 -3 - 1 0 + 1 + 3 + 5

522•5 - 5 1.8 4.o 6.1 7.2 8.2 1o.4 12.5
533.5 - 3 - .3 1.8 3.9 5.0 6.0 8.1 10.2

544.5 - 1 -2.3 - .2 1.8 2.9 3.9 5.9 8.0

'5500.0 0 -3.3 -1.2 .8 1.8 2.9 4.9 7.0

555.5 + 1 -4.2 -2.2 - .2 .8 1.8 3.8 5.9
ý566.5 + 3 -6.1 -4.1 -2.1 -1.2 - .2 1.8 3.8
577.5 + 5 -7.9 -5.9 -4.o -3.0 -2.1 - .1 1.8

Computed rate of growth assuming the reported figures to be correct is

560/550 =1.8%

B. Assuming Reported Gross National Product Figures 550 and 566.5
in Two Successive Periods

Period II GDP
566.5 .± Error 538.2 549.5 560.8 566.5 572.2 583.5 594.8

Period I GNP
550_+Error % Error - 5 - 3 - 1 0 + 1 +3 +5

522.5 - 5 3.0 5.2 7.3 8.4 9.5 11.7 13.8

533.5 - 3 .9 3.0 5.1 6.2 7.3 9.4 11.5

544.5 - 1 -1.2 .9 3.0 4.1 5.1 7.2 9.2

550.0 0 -2.2 - .1 2.0 3.0 4.1 6.1 8.2

555.5 + 1 -3.1 -1.1 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0 7.1

566.5 + 3 -5.0 -3.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 3.0 5.0

577.5 + 5 -6.8 -4.8 -2.9 -1.9 - .9 1.0 3.0

Computed rate of growth assuming the reported figures to be correct is
)UU.-.)/ )0 - 3,0'
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are intrioduced. Magnitudes and even signs are affected. If we assume that

the reported figure of 550 for Period I is 5% too high and the figure for

Period II 5% too low, we arrive, instead of at 1.8%, at 12.5% as the growth

rate. If we reverse the assumption, the growth rate is - 7.9%. Suppose

gross national product for the second year is only + 1A off and gross national

product for the preceding one - 1% (a total error of only 2%), then the

growth rate is 3.9%, but if the signs of the errors are reversed, the growth

rate is - 0.2%t It is in the essence of an error estimate that a positive

and negative deviation has to be admitted. Surely, the assumption of only a

1% error for each period is a very mild one. (Recall that the best British

estimate is up to + 3% and the best average Kuznets estimate is 7.5%!) The

reader should contemplate what this trifling difference in our assumption

entails. If our basic figures of 550 and 560 are more than 1.8% apart, say

3%, the results of a corresponding table are necessarily worse. For example,

a - 1% error in the first period and a + 1% error in the second then give a

growth rate of 5.1%, and if the signs are reversed a growth rate of 1.0%.

With + 3% the corresponding figures are 9.4% and - 3.0% respectively.

It is easily shown that the computations of Table G-1 are

independent of the absolute amount of the assumed level of gross national

product, and that the rates depend solely on the percentage change of gross

national product from Period I to Period II and the errors. Moreover, the

computations obviously apply to any situation where rates of change are

involved and where the data are subject to error. In other words they apply

to all economic data.

This simple arlthzietlcal exercise combined with the indisputable

fact that our final gross national product or national income data cannot

possibly be free of error- raises the question whether the computation of
1..
Ior can it be assumed without further proof that the errors reTmaIn

constant over timLe, that they change uniformly over time, and that the signs
of the error never reverse themselves.

Is
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growth rates has any value whatsoever.

The following Tables C-2 show the results of estimating the com-

pound annual rate of i rovth, r , on the basis of two observations, I0 (the

initial observation) and F0 (the final observation) after n years, with

percentage errors of EI and § , respectively, where

10 = (l + El-) x (actual figure initially given),
0 100

=( + l-) x (actual figure after n years).

We may use as the estimated rate of growth:

n + -O+n+rE = 10i 00 El 0

(1 + __

which may be approximated by

rE r+ n
= n

It should be noted that the estimate rE becomes closer to r as n gets

larger but loses its realistic significance simultaneously. Also, for fixed

errors EF, E1  the part of rE contributed by these errors gets smaller

proportionately, as r gets large.

The apparent annual rate of growth is given for r = 1.8 ,

r = 3.0 , and for the various values of EF and EI , in the cases

n = 5 and n = 10
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Table G-2

Apparent Compound Rate off Growth in Percentage

A. Where n= (r =1.8)

EI - 5% - 3% -1% 0% +1% +3% +5%

EF= - 5% 1.8 1.4 1.0 .8 .6 .2 - .2

- 5% 2.2 1.8 1.4 1.2 1.0 .6 .2

- 1% 2.7 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.0 .6

0% 2.9 2.4 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.2 .8

* 1% 3.1 2.6 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.4 1.0

* 3% 3.5 3.0 2.6 2.4 2.2 1.8 1.4

* 5% 3.9 3.4 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.2 1.8

B. Where n = 10 (r 1.8)

E1  - 5% - 3% - 1% 0% + 1% + 3% + 5%

EF- - 5% 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.0 .8

- 3% 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.0

-1% 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.2

0% 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.3

+ 1% 2.4 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.6 1.4

+ 3% 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.6

+ 5% 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.0 1.8
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Table G-2

Apparent Compound Rate of Growth in Percentage

C. Where n =5 (r =5.0)

E = - 5% - 3% - 1% 0% +1% +3% +5%

E= - 5% 3.0 2.6 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.4 1.0

- 5% 3.4 3.0 2.6 2.4 2.2 1.8 1.4

- 1% 3.9 3.4 5.0 2.8 2.6 2.2 1.8

0% 4.1 3.6 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.4 2.0

+ 1% 4.3 3.8 3.4 3.2 3.0 2.6 2.2

+ 3% 4.7 4.2 3.8 5.6 3.4 3.0 2.6

+ 5% 5.1 4.7 4.2 4.0 3.8 3.4 3.0

D. Where n =10 (r= .0)

E - 5% - 3% - 1% O% +1% +3% +5%

5= - % 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.0

-3% 35 ..2 5.0 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.4 2.2

- 1% 3.4 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.4

0% 5.5 .5- 3.1 3.0 2.9 2.7 2.5

+ 1% 5.6 5.4 5.2 3.1 5.0 2.8 2.6

+ 3% 3.8 3.6 3.4 3.3 .2 3.0 2.8

+ 5% 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.5 3.4 5.2 3.0
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It is clear from the above that the usefulness of growth rates is

not increased when compound rates are considered. We continue, however, by

looking back at Table N-2, which showed the revisions throughout the years

of initially given estimates of national income. Here the question of the

growth rate is raised with respect to the particular moment in time when it

is computed. Table G-3 shows the results. If the rate is determined for the

change from 1947 to 1948 in February 1949, when the first figures became

available, it was 10.8%. In July _19O5, using officially corrected figures,

it became 12.5%; in July 1956 it fell to 11.8%, only to rise again to 12.8%

in July 1958 - a full percentage point! - the highest of all values. All

this for the growth from 1947 to 1948! Similar observations apply to the

other years for which this computation has been made. There is no consis-

tency in the changes. In stating what the growth rate of the country is,

much depends, therefore, on the moment of time when a growth ratz' is com-

puted. Though not surprising in the light of our previous investigations,

this result is nevertheless noteworthy. And all this applies to figures

where we have abstracted from the fact that they are necessarily afflicted

with errors which, when low, must be at least 5%. If we make allowance for

errors, however slight, the confusion mounts.

To round off this picture we refer to Table G-4, where the growth

rates from year to year are computed by taking alternatingly (from Table

N-2) the lowest and highest estimate of national income for one year and

determining the growth rate to the highest and lowest estimate of the

following year. Such differences exist and are sometimes appreciable, run-

ning in absolute terms up to about $9 billiun for one year. Clearly the

lowest to highest ratio will be the largest of all four rates for the same

pair of years, as the highest to lowest will give the smallest rates, with

the others in between. The differences are enormous (for tne same pair of
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years), sometimes even the sign is switched' There is an apparent decrease

of the difference for the last two years (1959 to 1960 and 1960 to 1961). But

we do not know, at this time of writing, what surprises the revisions of

these figures will bring during the next 8-10 years, if the experience of the

past years, as seen from Table N-2, is a guide for our expectations. Again,

it has to be mentioned that this computation does not take into consideration

errors; if that were done, as it should be, the "growth rates" would jump

around even more wildly.

The computations of Table G-1 should be applied, mutatis mutandis,

to all other countries. Identical considerations are therefore valid regard-

ing the growth rates of other nations, where the presumed average error will

often exceed 5% by a wide margin. This was true even of Great Britain. One

can well imagine what the value of growth rates of statistically less devel-

oped countries must be like.

4. The Choice of the Base Year.

In addition to all these difficulties there is the ambiguity in

choosing the base year. The need for a base year arises from the desire to

compare long periods by means of the compound rate. Such periods will

often comprise a series of business cycles and therefore several decades.

If a year with a high (low) gross national product is chosen as base year,

this will depress (raise) the growth rate of subsequent years. Since there

is no such thing as a "normal" year, the investigator has a great amount of

freedom in determining a base year. An unscrupulous or politically oriented

writer will cnoose that base year which produces the sequence of (alleged)

growth rates best suited to his aims and p.rograms. An advocate of govern-

ment spending and inflation will pick a year with a high gross national

product as base year in order tc sn.o a !-£w rate of growth and thereby to
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strengthen his argument in favor of inflation, government deficits, and the

like. An opponent of such policies will choose a relatively poor gross

national product as base year, thus obtaining a series of growth rates carry-

ing the comforting message that the development of the country is progressing

well. These are, of course, standard tricks, used, undoubtedly, ever since

index numbers were invented.

Consider the following:

Table G-5

United States Growth Rates Compounded from Different Base Years

(Gross National Product in 1954 Dollars)

Growth from Rate

1949 to 1960 3.7 per annum

1950 " " 3.3 "

195•• .2 "

1955 " " 2.3

(In interpreting this table we make - for the sake of argiument - the assump-

tion that the growth rates are significant even to two digits; it was shown

above that this need not be so.) Suppose a 3.5% growth is considered desir-

able: then only 1949 chosen as a base year shows that the goal has been

reached; if others are chosen, a failure has to be recorded. 1949 and 1954

were recession years, in 1950 occurred the outbreak of the Korean War, and

1955 was a year of high business activity. We dispense with any mnre elabor-

ate illustrations.

We nave limited ourselves to growth rates based on gross national

product, etc., but our remarks apply also to any of the many other widely

used rates. To name only a few, there is investment as a percentage of

national income, the value added ty manufacturing as a percentage of total
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value added, exports plus imports as a percentage of national income. There

are countless others. In fact, the above cunsiderations apply no matter

what the substratum of computed rates of change. They may be data on produc-

tion, foreign trade, prices, turn-overs, etc., in short anything the economist

has to deal with. All are based on empirical data and all have some error

component. If the rates and the changes in the rates could be obtained in

a reliable manner, economic analysis and economic policy would benefit

immeasurably. They are, unfortunately, being computed freely and are used

indiscriminately as if no problem existed regarding their accuracy and there-

fore their value.

In addition to these indiscriminate uses. as expected, almost any

argument can be supported by inobtrusive manipulation. The literature is

full of examples, and although the matter is trivial, these abuses will

continue as long as there are unscrupulous investigators and gullible readers.

5. International and Inter-Period Comparisons of Growth Rates.

The difficulties discussed in § 9. of the preceding section,

relating to comparisons of national incomes for different countries and dif-

ferent periods of time even for a single country, reappear when growth rates

are considered. There are, essentially, two observations, one pertaining

to the data, the other to the concepts.

First, it is clear, and now requires no further comment, that in

view of the high degree of unreliability of basic national income data the

growth rates even for the United States are at best very shaky. From their

relativelJ better wuality we have to go over to the lesser and lesser qual-

ity of the national income statistics of other countries - even the

United Kingdom would rank lower - unt~ii the 5469 "fair and weak" countries

4Cf. Yearbook of National Accouint Statistics United Nations.

a_
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of Table N-8 are reached. The computation, and hence the comparison, of

international growth rates under these conditions is a most dubious under-

taking. Even gross differences do not reliably point to the true character

of the underlying processes. Perhaps when very gross differences persist

between two countries, say one showing about 10 percent growth and the

other 2 percent, and if the general level of statistical reporting for

both is approximately at the same high level, can one say that the former's

gross national product has risen faster than the latter's, but when the

reported rates are very close to each other hardly any conclusions can be

supported as scientifically acceptable.

It will always be necessary to supplement the rates by qualita-

tive information as indicated above. We emphasize again: there can be

no doubt that countries develop at different speeds and that this fact is

noticeable over longer periods of time, particularly when the initial level

of economic activity is low and the state of technology is primitive. When

big gaps exist, a comparison of change can be made with some confidence

provided a sufficiently long time interval is admitted. When countries are

very similar in their structure, such comparisons become immeasurably more

difficult and unreliable. It is ironical that the differences among highly

developed and similar countries are harder to ascertain than for less

advanced nations, especially when the latter's growth is compared to that

of the former.

Second, the last remark points up the conceptual difficulties in

comparing growth rates - assuming that they could be computed in the

current manner from gross national prduct.- it -S dou"-tfull that. the same

rmtio computed for very different kinds of countries is equally meaningful.

If there is u-y vaitue at all to t.e nction that countries grow in, charac-

teristic patterns, depending on t..eir history, tec.nological age, geographic
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position, size, etc., then it is unlikely that a single simple number can

state adequately, or at least not in a misleading sense, how they evolve

relatively to each other. In this respect the problems of finding a proper

solution for describing the gross national product or the rntional income

or developing an even more suitable concept for a given moment in time are

compounded many times. It is well 1nown that the problem of finding a

social benefit or welfare function so far is unsolved. Hence the hope that

we could make meaningful international comparisons over time is vain when

attempted in terms of such simple and unreliable percentages.

A particular fallacy in using growth rates for comparing different

countries needs to be explained: The growth rates are freqvpently used as

measures for determining the variations in strength or power of different

countries in world affairs or in respect to the cold war situation. There

is a conceptual problem involved that would h.ave to be taken care of even

if the statistics were in good shape. It is clearly possible to have two

countries with the same, growth rate, but where country A expands by adding

to its output of automobiles, refrigerators, swimming pools, etc., while

country B increases its output of machine tools, power plants, mines, etc.

The second is laying the foundation for further output increase while the

first is not. Similar considerations apply when weapons and other tools for

war are involved. The ordinary growth rate, computed for the big gross

national product aggregate, covers up these profoundlv different develop-

ments and would easily give entirely erroneous &rd misleading information

about the relative development of these countries. Yet this is the figure

commonly used to assess past progress ani futun'- :..-nncies. Tha answel would

be to compute instead "power irnexes" (of grcwth) whixch would have to be based

on the ini'ormation given by special aggregates 70-e :;p o.f -e tter rClated

S
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components.

To sum up; Tnere is nc possibility of making concessions as far

as the scientific use of growth rates is concerned. As available today,

they are worthless in view cf the exacting uses to which they are being put.

The data are limited and untraustwc•t•W, and the method of computation is at

best based on the tremendous oversimplification that there are no errors in

gross national product.

To put this differently: Precise uses of "growth rates" are

entirely inadmissible, whether for comparing different countries or short

periods of the same country. Their computation is largely arbitrary. The

concept itself is vague and unreliable. Anyone using growth rates in the

current manner will have to show that the above arguments are all taken irto

consideration and the corresponding objections have been overcome.

A recent example of the extravagant uses of growth rates is found

in the Proceedings of the American Economic Association (Vol. LII, May 1962)

reporting on the session on "The lagging U. S. Growth Rate."' There no

reference whatsoever is made to the accuracy of the underlying data and to

the reliability of the various growth rates discussed. The chief speaker's

rf. 0. Morgenstern: The QuestIon Of National Defense, 1959,
Second Revised Edition, Vintage Books V-192, New York, 1961, pp. 202 ff.

E. F. Denison, "How to Raise the High-Employment Growth Rate by
One Percentage Point," oc, cit_. pp. 67-75. The author i^ with the Com-
mittee for Economic Development, a gzenerally valuable policy oriented group,
supposedly concerned with the realities of the American Economy. In his
discussion, G. Colm states (p. S7) that Denison's paper is ;'statistically
well supported." Clearly this is 1.. corlete contradiction to our findings.
In another pubilcatiuii Mr. Deniscor does recogiize several of the problems
cornnected with growth rates raised in this chapter, such as the effect of the
choice of period over which t.e rate is computed, the large effects of even
small errors in the LasI&- dta, and the cor•seqtwnt mean-inglessness of dis-

csrfr sr tali changeýs in rate grsýcth, especially over periods
which are not 1og. Cf. Edwari F. Penisec:, The Sources of Economic Growth in

the Unitel :3tates an.; the At .".... ".s UeE. Suj:plenmentary Paper No. 13,
Corm, ittec f'o Ecescrni Dcvccp.Vre.t aW E;7t.:.9'2), pp. '!-19&

ft
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assignment, given him by the President of the Association, was "to devise a

package of proposals that can raise the growtn rate over the next twenty

years by one percentage point" (p. 67). He then assumes a rate of *ý % to

be raised to 4- . This leads to a search of components for a 15-part3
program in which the contribution of each proposal "will be stated in

hundreds (!) of a percentage point" (p. 70). This is clearly impossible

both as far as goals and weans are concerned. These authors obviously have

before their minds a picture of the American (or any other) economy given

with a precision and detail that has only a remote resemblance to the true

picture we are capable of drawing and is revealed by even a moderately criti-

cal examination of the data.

We conclude that growth rates as commonly computed from gross

national product and national income data whose errors are known to be large,

though they are not -tated numerically by their makers, are completely worth-

less as far as international comparisons are concerned. International

comparisons of the relative growth and development of different countries

demand, in addition to qualitative, historical, sociological description,

more specific indexes, carefully constructed from those activities that are

relevant to these countries in regard tk their location, climate, technology,

policies, etc. Such indexes would, of course, also exhibit some of the

faults described above, but they could perhaps be brought under some measure

of control.

It would, indeed, be most peculiar if the economic "growth" of

nations could be described with virtually no effort by merely comparing

consecutive numbers, these being their gross national product or something

similarly comprehensive. Should economics ever reach the pleasant state

where "grwxrth" can be measured reliably by a single (!) number, this condi-

tion will only be achieved after developments in this science have taken
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place which now cannot be foreseen.

it remains to point to the relation of the :-socve results to the

various theoretical models of economic growth. Their vulue lies, of course,

in their conceptual construction. But they have all )evn devised with an

expectation of application. They all contain rates of crae kind or another

and all make statements about stability, equilibria, and the like. It will

be a long way before they can be applied - whatever their merits otherwise -

should the data they require exhibit characteristics rHf 'dhe kind described

in these pages.

--
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in section: "The Validity of Economic Growth Statistics and Groirth Ratess"

Page 8, line 2 - change "high" to "low"

Ok Page 8, line 5 - change "low" to "high"

SPage 9, the second f'actor of thie numerator
of the fraction under the nth root Oig,
used in the estimation of the rate of
Growth ohould read:

(l + r ). I

raLher Lhun:
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